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“DPL’s Cash Monitoring tool has helped us significantly reduce cash 
management related expenses and improve cash flow within our 
business.” Jon Weilbaker, Owner/GM, New York ATM

DPL has developed tools and features as part of their managed wireless service, designed to help ATM 
operators improve cash management and logistics so they can focus on growing their business. Given that 
cash management accounts for approximately 35% of an ATM’s operational expenses1, it’s an area worth 
examining in an effort to improve efficiency. 

Cash Monitoring Tool
DPL’s Cash Monitoring tool predicts the optimal date range to refill an ATM to avoid surcharge revenue 
losses at high volume locations and to avoid refilling low volume locations too frequently. It does this by 
running thousands of simulations multiple times per day, using the ATM’s current cash level and the past 60 
days of transaction data. 

The calculation is based on a 95% prediction interval, meaning the ATM will run out of cash within the 
“prediction cone” approximately 95% of the time.

Refill Needed Filtered View
DPL’s customer portal allows ATM operators to filter their 
device list by “Refill Needed” and view current ATM cash 
levels.

Armed with these powerful insights, DPL customers are able 
to optimize cash management while conserving valuable 
resources and improving operational efficiency.

1ATM Total Cost of Ownership Guide, by Robin Arnfield, contributing writer, ATM Marketplace
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Hercules AI - Your Virtual Assistant
Hercules AI is that extra employee you always wished you had, solving 
issues on its own, and never hassling you with every little problem. DPL’s 
Hercules modems and customer portal feature built-in intelligence, 
designed to help optimize cash management and operational efficiency. 
Hercules AI is continuously learning and improving to better assist you in 
managing your ATM fleet.

Automated Issue Resolution
Hercules AI detects issues as they arise and automatically executes solutions 
to return ATMs to “in service” on your behalf. For example, an ATM goes “out 
of service” due to a bill or card jam. Hercules AI detects the error then sends 
a reboot command to resolve the issue, returning the ATM to “in service”. 
Once resolved, Hercules AI notifies you with details about the incident and 
the actions taken to resolve it. In the event it is unable to resolve the issue, 
Hercules AI notifies you with details about the incident, the actions it executed 
in an attempt to resolve it, and suggestions for how the issue could be 
resolved. You can then assign the incident to a team member, track it, and 
mark it as resolved once completed. 

Cash Level Alerts
DPL’s Hercules AI alerts users when an ATM’s cash level drops below a predefined threshold and allows 
operators to assign the task of refilling the ATM to other team members with the touch of a button.

Remote Reboots
DPL’s ATM Restart accessory reduces expensive truck rolls by enabling you 
to remotely hard reboot ATMs from the Hercules Portal even when the ATM’s 
operating system is frozen. DPL’s customer portal also features built-in RMS 
functionality, enabling you to remotely perform soft ATM reboots.

Fewer Failed Transactions
DPL’s proprietary communication protocol and smart routing features ensure packet delivery to transaction 
processors helping to decrease failed transactions. Fewer failed transactions creates positive customer 
experiences, resulting in more repeat business, increased usage and surcharge revenue.

Have Suggestions?
The features described above are just some of the ways DPL helps ATM operators save time, money, and 
resources so they can focus on growing their business. We’re always looking for new ways to add value to 
our customers. If you have suggestions for new features we should consider adding, or you would like to 
know more about our products and services, we’d love to hear from you. Click the button below to get in 
touch!
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